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The effect of competing crystal-field anisotiopies on magnetic oider has been investigated in
a series of Ho/Er superlattkes lining neutron and resonant x-ray magnetic diffraction techniques.
The neutron diCraction reveals that for teinperaMĵ kJn the interval T//(Er) < T < Tjr(Ho) the
Ho basal-plans order propagates coherently through thApaxamagaetic Er, and that'below T*(Er)
the longitndinal component of the Er momtfttta/faiKtoJbrder across the Ho block. The magnetic
•uperlattke peaks observed in tke x-ray scatte^ng^Usplay an anomalous energy dependence: a
•harp resonance is found at Lj//(Ho), with no resonance visible at L///(Er). These resahs axe
discussed with reference to models of exchange in metallic snpedat&icas.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic superlattices are of interest not only because of their technological importance, but also because they
provide a unique way of probing the nature of the exchange mechanisms in metals. In the case of the rare earths it
ia now possible using MBE to produce high-quality superlattices that are more structurally perfect than bulk single
crystals. To date studies of syutema formed from a single magnetic element interleaved with a non-magnetic ion
(usually Y or Lu) have dominated this field, and have produced many interesting results an reviewed by Majkrxak et
al1. Here we give preliminary results of our study of the Ho/Er system, when both element* are magnetic, but with
crystal-field anisotropies that favour different magnetic structures.

Metallic Ho orders magnetically below TAT «* 132 K into a helical structure. The localised 4/momenta are confined
to the hexagonal basal planes by the crystal field forming ft ferromagnetic sheet. The direction of the moments in
these sheets rotates from one plane to the next along the c-axis. At TJV the modulation wave vector describing the
order is q«(2/7)c*, which reduces on cooling, until at 18 K it becomes equal to (l/6)c*, and the moments tilt out of
the basal plane to form a cone structure3. In the case of Er, the ordering at Tjv M 84 K ia to a longitudinal c-axis
modulation with q»(2/7)c*. Between 52 K and 18 K a component develops in the basal plane and projections of the
moments form a cycloid in the «-c plane3'4. Below 18 K the moments form a cone with a> ferromagnetic component
along the c-axia and a basal-plane helix with q=(5/2l)c*. Thus within the temperature range 18 K < T < 84 K the
crystal fields in these two elements favour different orientations of the momenta: Ho confined predominantly to the
basal plane, and Er aligned mainly along the c-axis.

There have been several studies of the magnetic structures of superlattices composed of Ho or Er grown in blocks
separated by a non-magnetic spacer such as Y or Lu'~7. In these systems the magnetic order is coherent through the
non-magnetic block, in the sense that the chirality of the order is preserved, and there is a well-defined phase change
of the order across each non-magnetic block. The coherence length describing the order ia typically 1000 A, and is
largely independent of temperature. We have determined the magnetic structure of a series of Ho/Er superiattices
as a function of temperature using neutron and x-ray magnetic diffraction. Our results exhibit several novel features
which may provide further insight into the nature of the exchange in metallic superlattices.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The Ho/Er superlattices were grown by Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) following the method developed by Kwo*.
Using this technique the superlattices grow with the c axis normal to the substrate and ace epitaxiaily aligned to
form good-quality single crystals (see, for example, Jehan et ml.*). Three superlattices were investigated by neutron
scattering with compositions of Hou/Erio, Hojo/Era3 and Hoi0/ErM, where th* subscripts refer to the number of
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atomic planes of each element, and a typical sample contains fifty bi-block units. Foe the neutron diffraction we
used the TAS6 triple-axis spectrometer at Risa National Laboratory, Denmark. The superlattice* were mounted in a
variable temperature cryoetat with the (h 01) crystallographic plane in the scattering plane, and measurement* were
made at S, 30, 50 and 100 K. At each temperature the neutron wave-vector transfer Q was scanned along the [00/]
direction to give details of the ordering of moments in the basal plane, and also along [10*], providing information on
the alignment of moments along the c axis. The wave-vector resolution with 5 meV neutrons was typically 0.012A"1

(FWHM).
The motivation for using x-ray scattering to determine the magnetic structure of Ho/Er is that the magnetic cross-

section for the rare earths displays sharp resonances in energy, with the largest resonance for readily accessible energies
occurring at L///. As the separation of the L/j/ edge of these two elements is much greater than the typical energy
resolution, it is possible to selectively study the contribution from one element by tuning to the appropriate edge. The
x-ray scattering was performed on a sample of nominal composition Hojo/Erao using the triple-axis diffractometer on
the X25 beamline at NSLS. In addition to measuring the wave vector dependence of the scattering along [QOt], the
variation of the scattering with energy was determined around the L//j edges of Ho (8.075 keV) and Er (8.365 keV).
For these energies the wave-vector resolution was aO.OQlA"1 (FWHM) parallel to [00/].

III. RESULTS

A. Neutron Scattering

At 100 K the neutron scattering from all three samples displayed the same salient characteristics. Well-resolved
magnetic superlattice peaks were observed, reflecting the fact that the even though Er is paramagnetic at tbic tem-
perature there is coherence in the helical structure of Ho from one block to the next. This result m reminiscent of
what was observed in Ho/Y superlattices6, and indeed the same structural model developed for this system was found
to provide an excellent description of the data from Ho/Er along both the [00/] and [10/] directions.

As the temperature was lowered the scattering changed in two significant ways. First, the widths of the magnetic
peaks along [00/] and [10/} increased steadily, reflecting a decrease in the real space magnetic coherence length.
However, even at the lowest temperature the coherence length was greater than several superlattice periods. Second,
a diffuse component was observed to develop in scans along the [10/] directions, as is shown in Fig. 1. From a. least-
squares fit of a sum of Gaussians to the scattering along [10/] we were able to estimate the position and width of
the diffuse peak. The temperature dependence of the former is plotted in Fig. 2, where it cut be seen that the wave
vector of the diffuse component follow* closely that of bulk Er. The width of the peak indicates that the magnetic
correlations giving rise to it exist only over a distance comparable to the thickness of the Er block.

In summary, we can deduce that as the temperature is lowered below Tjy(Er) the range of the magnetic correlations
associated with the basal-plane order in Ho decreases, while those of the longitudinal components of Er are restricted
to the width of a single Er block only.

B. Resonant X-ray Scattering

The temperature dependence of the x-ray scattering from Hoao/Erso is presented in Fig. 3 with the energy of the
incident photons tuned to the L//? edge of Ho (8.075 keV). As the sample is cooled below its Neel temperature of
123(1) K, a peak appears at t Ml.72, corresponding to a wave vector of q=0.28c*. On further cooling the peak
moves to higher /, increases in intensity and broadens rapidly below 70 K. From the fact that a scan of the incident
energy through this feature revealed a sharp («10 eV (FWHM)) resonance at L///(Ho) we identify thia peak aa being
magnetic, and arising predominantly from Ho; no resonance was detected at L///(Er). At least foe temperatures
above 55 K, weak superlattice satellites are evident flanking the main peak with a separation of 0.05 r.l.u, the same
spacing as the chemical satellites.

For temperatures less than approximately 60 K, a broad feature develops at * wl.70. This peak initially moves to
lower / , before it moves to higher / and broadens. A scan of the energy at 50 K failed to show a significant resonance
at either L///(Er) or Lj7/(Ho), as shown in Fig. 4. Instead strong peaks are observed at 8.1 and 8.2 keV. We note that
in elemental Er the x-ray scattering from the cone phase also behaves anomalously, with no resonance at L///(Er)*.
Further measurements are required to establish the origin of this broad feature.

In purely qualitative terms the x-ray results echo the neutron scattering data. Above Tjv(Er) the Ho moments form
a basal-plane helix, with a coherence length that reduces markedly at lower temperatures, and no evidence is found
for a long-range ordered moment on the Er site.
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IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We will now review briefly theories of coherent magnetic order in auperlattices, and discuss the extent to which
they account for our results. In broad terms, attempts to describe the exchange coupling in metallic superlatticea fall
into two distinct categories. The first seeks to obtain the strength of the coupling of two magnetic block across an
intervening conducting layer using perturbation theory. This approach is equivalent to conventional RKKY theory,
in the sense that the exchange is indirect, mediated by the conduction electrons, and no allowance is made for the
affect of the superlattice band structure on the order. The second method is to perform a total energy calculation to
determine the band structure. As such calculations are performed self consistently, if, is possible to obtain a description
of the band structure of the ordered state. In the case of 3d superlattices both approaches have been adopted with
varying degrees of success, and a consensus has yet to be reached10.

It is possible to construct an argument to explain the failure of the Er longitudinal moments to order in Ho/Er
based on the first approach. As is well known, magnetic order in the rare-earth elements is self destructive11; gap*
opened up in the Fermi surface by the formation of a localised moment reduce the conduction electron susceptibility.
Thus as Ho orders it reduces its own susceptibility below the level at which the Er moments can form long-range
order. The problem with this approach is that at low temperatures the Ho order is not similarly destroyed as the £r
orders, but is rather only weakly affected.

As the second approach has yet to be applied to the rare-earth superlattices, it is difficult to anticipate whether
it will explain our observations. The work of Elliott and Wedgewood13, who calculated the effect of magnetic order
on the band structure of the rare-earth elements, does indicate that such an approach might indeed be profitable, in
particular, there work showed that a basal-plane spiral and longitudinally ordered structure axe described by different
combinations of the zero-order, free-electron wave functions. In the context of a superlattice these combinations are
incompatible, in the sense that they cannot satisfy the boundary conditions on the continuity of the wave function
at the Ho/Er interface, and it may be that it is this incompatibility that prevents the Er order from becoming long
range.
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FIG. 1. The neutron scattering observed in K U I of Q along [10<] for the Hojo/Erji sample at 8 K. The profile ol the
scattering is formed by a combination of sharp (aoiid lines) and broad (duh«d line) Gaussian ptaks. The broad peak has a
real-space correlation length determined by the thickness of the Er block ( s SOA).

i

FIG. 2. The wave vector (and equivalant turn angle) far the Ho and Er momenta deduced from Matron scattering
(* Hoio/Ersj, • Ho43/Erjo and a. Hoao/Erj?). The values for Er are takes from the position of the broad [10/] peaks (open
symbol*), and those of Ho are obtained from a Jit of a. structural model to tke scattering from the basal-plane component*
(filled symbols). The dashed and filled lines are the bmlk variation for Ho aad Er respectively.

FIG. 3. The temperature dependence of tke x-ray scattering from Hoao/Erao for scans of the wave-vector transfer along [00/].
The energy of the photons was equal to the Lin edge of Ho (8.076 fceV). The scans were performed in warming from 15 K at
intervals of 10 K. The vertical lines correspond to the positions of the superlattice charge peaks.

FIG. 4. An energy scan of the peak at tml.70 at 50 K for Hc-jo/Eiw. The vertical dashed lines represent the energies of the
edges of Ho and Ex at 8.075 keV and 8.365 keV respectively.
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